Introduction
We abbreviate "Boolean algebra" by "BA". A BA B is superatomic if every homomorphic image of B is atomic. The depth of a BA B is the supremum of all the cardinals K such that there is a sequence (b,: (Y < K) of elements of B with b, < bp for all a < /3 < 6. If F is an ultrafilter on a Boolean algebra B, then the x-character of F, denoted by TXF, is the smallest cardinal IF. such that there is a subset D of B+ (not necessarily of F) of size K such that D is dense in F. Here B+ = B \ {0}, and D dense in F means that for all a E F there is a b E D such that b < a. The 7r-character of B itself, denoted by rrxB, is the supremum of qyF for F an ultrafilter on B. The tightness of B is the supremum of the cardinals K such that B has a free sequence of length K, where a sequence (b,: [Y < 6) is a free sequence provided that if r and A are finite subsets of K such that cr < p for all cr E r and p E A, then fl -ba n bp # 0.
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The following relations hold between these cardinal functions in general: depth(B) < tightness (B) and qB < tightness(B); the gaps in the inequalities can be arbitrarily large, and there is in general no inequality between depth and n-character. Moreover, tightness(B) is the supremum of depth(A) for A a homomorphic image of B and is also the supremum of nxA for A a homomorphic image of B.
As most readers will be aware, all results about superatomic Boolean algebras are dual to results about compact scattered spaces. The cardinal invariants of tightness and r-character are well-known topologically and the Boolean algebraic versions correspond exactly to the usual topological notions. The depth of a Boolean algebra B obviously is equal to the supremum of those cardinals 6 such that the Stone space of B maps continuously onto the ordinal space K + 1. We are not aware of a naming convention for this topological cardinal invariant, nor do we propose to introduce one. If {xa: Q < K} is a free sequence in a compact space X, then the depth of the closure of this free sequence is K. For the sake of consistency it is best to choose to work either completely algebraically or topologically. Clearly some proofs may benefit from one approach or the other but on balance the results in this paper are best worked algebraically.
In a version of Monk 1.51, the following two problems were stated.
Problem 1. Is there a superatomic BA B such that depth(B) < q(B)?
No example, under any set-theoretic assumptions, was known; Theorems A and B answer this question fairly completely.
Problem 2. Can the difference between depth(B) and tightness(B) be arbitrarily large?
Theorem C answers this question, but there remains the question of how large the gap can be. In this connection recall that there is a system (ba: Q < ~1) of infinite subsets of w such that b, \ bp is finite and bp \ b, infinite whenever CY < ,!3 < WI. Letting B be the algebra of subsets of w generated by the b,'s and the singletons, we have a superatomic BA with tightness WI and depth w. Also, Hechler [I] generalized this by showing that under Martin's axiom there is a system (b,: cy < 2") of infinite subsets of w such that b, \bp is finite and bp\b, infinite whenever (Y < /3 < 2". This gives a superatomic BA B with countable depth and tightness 2". These results form a background for Theorem C.
Notation. We use standard set-theoretic notation, and for BAs we follow the notation of [3] . We now set up some notation for superatomic BAs. For any BA A we define the standard sequence of ideals I," on A as follows:
10" = (01, 1aAi_, = ({S: ,/I," is an atom})ld, 1: = U 1," for X limit cU<X
We usually omit the superscript A. We let 7r," denote the natural homomorphism from A onto A/I,.
Recall [3, 17.81 For any BA A, we let AtA denote the collection of all atoms of A.
Preliminaries
We now give some elementary facts about superatomic BAs, most of which are needed later. For some of these results see [2, pp. 363ffl.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that A and B are superatomic and A is a subalgebra of B. Then
A n I," C I," for any cr.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on cy. The cases LY = 0 and LY a limit ordinal are easy. 
n (A / a). Note that from this lemma it follows that p,Ja = X,tla. It is also necessary to discuss the situation with weak products. Here we give a more complete proof, and we do things in somewhat more generality than is needed below. It follows easily that bj E Iti1 for all j E I.
Conversely, suppose that bi f 1;~~ for all i E I. Now if b, = 1, then 1$t = Ai.
Hence, since ,0+ 1 < CY, we have that F dgf {i E I: bi # 0} is finite. For each i E F write bz/l$ = CcEGi c/l$ti, each c/Iii an atom, although perhaps Gi = 0. Fix c E Gi. Let
, and so
Hence by (iii), and so b E If'+,. This proves (i> for /3 + 1.
To prove (iii), note that the given mapping is well-defined and one-one by (i); it is clearly onto and preserves the operations. Condition (ii) follows from (i).
The case of /3 limit, but still less than LY, is even easier. 0 Conversely, suppose that a $ I,$+, Thus p + 1 < pAa. Let (ck/lt: k < w) be a system of distinct atoms < a/1,$. Since p < AA, each ck is in IA. So by assumption, Q/IF is an atom for each k < w. If k,l < w and Ic # 1, then ck& E Ip", and hence by the inductive hypothesis ck& E 1;. For each k < w, ck/Ii < a/If, and hence ck . -a E I$; the inductive hypothesis implies that ck . -a E 1;. All of this shows that a # I;+,. The case of limit ,0 is easy, so (i) has been proved.
(ii) follows easily: Let a E IA, say y = pAa. Thus a E I$+, \ 1,". So by (i), a E If+, \ 1;. Thus pAa = pBa.
For (iii), suppose that XB < AA. Let (ck/IxA: k < w) be a system of distinct atOmS. B Then by assumption, each ck/Ix, is an atom. For distinct k, 1 < w we have ck& E IfB, and so by (i), also ck& E IfB. This is impossible. 0 (iv) IC = u,<x IB,.
(v) C is superatomic.
(vi) AZ, = 1.
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simuhaneously by induction on j?. First suppose that p = 0. Then (i) is obvious. For (ii), suppose that a E I&,, and first suppose that a is an atom of B,. Then a # 0. Suppose that 0 < b < a in C. Say b E Bs, where y < 6 < A. But by (*), a is an atom of Bg, contradiction. Conversely, if a is an atom of C, it is obviously an atom of B,. Now we assume (i) and (ii) for p and prove them for p + 1. First we take (i). Suppose that p + 1 < SUP~<~ A&. Suppose that a E I;+, Say Then (ii), each Q/IF is an atom. Moreover, aA(q + . . + c,_,) E 12, ~0 by (i), this element is in 1; too. This shows that a E If+,; hence a E I,", as desired.
NOW to prove (iii), note that XB, 6 XC for all y < A, by (ii) and Lemma 1.6. Thus a < xc. Suppose that cy < XC. Let a/I," be an atom. Say a E B,. By the preceding paragraph we have a # 1~~. So -a E 1p7, and hence by the previous paragraph again, pc(-a) < CY. It follows then from the product lemma that pcl = CE, contradiction. So (iii) holds.
For (iv), we have already shown 2. Now suppose that a E I,. Thus pea < Xc, so we can choose y < X such that a E B, and ,oca < XB,. If -a E I+ then by (ii) and Lemma 1.11 we would get pc(-a) = PB_, (-a) < XB,, hence pcl < XB, by the product lemma, contradiction. Thus a E IB,. This proves (iv).
By ( Proof. Define, for any a E A,
if a 6 I.
We check that f preserves .: suppose that a, b E A. 
and if a $ I, then
So f + i\ a The following result is not needed in what follows, but it may help the intuition on these problems. Proposition 1.14. If B is a superatomic BA, then tightness(B) < Xg.
Proof. Since X does not go up in homomorphic images (Corollary 1.5) it suffices to show that depth(B) < XEJ. But then since X does not go up when passing to a subalgebra (Corollary 1.2), it suffices to note that the interval algebra A on a cardinal K is such that xg =K. 0
We conclude this section with examples, given in the following proposition. Finally, let 6; = c kGm bk. Thus the following conditions hold:
Assume that 0 # A & B and (Vb E IB)('v% E w) [{u E A: ,o(u . -b) < n} isfinite].
Then B is a subalgebra of a countable superatomic BA C with the following properties: (i) If b E IB then b/IF is an atom iff b/IF is an atom, for all [. (ii) There is a c E C such that p(b -c) < pnb for all b E IB. (iii) For all b E IC and all n E w, the set {u E A: pc(a -b) < n} is finite. (iv)
(1) b:, 6 b, -Ck<n bk.
(2) pb:, < w. Clearly f satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.13. So f extends to an isomorphism from B into C as in the proof of that lemma. We want to show that this embedding satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) of our lemma. Clearly (iv) holds (in the form that b e fb . c defines an isomorphism from B onto C 1 c).
We now prove three conditions (5)- (7) for any ordinal E. The condition (i) follows from (5). Condition (7) for <+ 1 follows easily from (6) using Lemma 1.13 again. The direction + of (5) then follows from (7). For the direction + of (5) 
. ).
Hence it suffices to show (8) There is a Ic > n such that p(a, . b',) 3 n.
Assume that there is no Ic E (n, m) such that p(a, . b;) 2 n. Then
We prove this by induction on Ic. It is given for k = n. Assume it for Ic, where n + 1 < lc + 1 < m. Suppose that p(a, -clGk+l bl) < n. So a, E Ak+l. Hence By (2) Thus cP -do E Ippcp. But cp < -dp, contradiction. So (4) holds. Proof. Let F be an ultrafilter of B such that qyF 3 p+. We define the sequence (b,: (Y < qF) as in the first part of the proof of the theorem. Let C = ({ba: cr < p+}). Clearly C is as desired. 0
Theorem B now follows. Note, however, that if qyB is a limit cardinal, the proof does not show that depth B, which is the same as XXB, is attained.
Tightness and depth
We prove a result slightly stronger than Theorem C of the abstract: if K + (~)2<" and B is a BA which has a free sequence of length K, then B has depth K,. Recall that K, is a limit cardinal. We may assume that B has tightness exactly K, that the tightness of B 1 b is less than n for all b E I,, and that Xi = 1. Let (b,: cy < K,) be a free sequence. If bp has rank XB, then the sequence (b, -bp: K > Q > p) is still a free sequence, and all elements have rank less than XB; thus we may assume that each b, has rank less than XB. For each nonzero m E w we partition [K] 2m+' into two parts, as follows: rm={{cr,po,...,P,-l,ro,...,Ym-l}: By the partition relation IC + (K),'~ we may assume that K is homogeneous. Now for each Q < IF we have tightness(B 1 b,) < K. We apply this to the sequence (b, bp: fl a limit ordinal greater than Q); this yields finite sets r and A such that QI < p < y whenever p E r and y E A, with b, npEr -bp. nTEA 6, = 0. Filling in beyond r or A if necessary, we may assume that r and A have the same size (but they no longer have to consist exclusively of limit ordinals). By the homogeneity we thus have this equality for any CY, r, A in the indicated order, with r and A of the same size, say n. From this we show that for any X < K there is a chain of order type X. In fact, select a disjoint system (Fe: CY < X) of members of [Xln such that max F, < min Fo if a < ,0 < X. Define c, = c bp. n bx+i.
BEF, i<n
If Q < /3 and [ E F,, then be nicn bx+i < CD. Hence C, < cp. Actually c, < co. For, suppose that they are equal. Then C by . n bx+i n -bp = 0, 7EFP t<Tl BEF, contradicting the free sequence property. 0
Note that the proof of Theorem C does not show that depthB = K is attained.
